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Fashionâ€™s dynamic duo:Â Mario Testinoâ€™s tribute to his greatest muse Â   Mario TestinoÂ is

recognized as the ultimate fashion photographer of his generation but his pictures ofÂ Kate

MossÂ transcend fashion. The result of two decades of extraordinary friendship, and phenomenal

glamour, this iconic collaboration is an intimate insight into the lives and minds of two of the

worldâ€™s definitive style leaders.Follow the journey of one of fashionâ€™s most extraordinary

friendships,Â from early days backstage at the shows to behind-the-scenes glimpses of the

ground-breaking editorials they continue to produce for the worldâ€™s most respected

magazines.Â Many photographs have been chosen from Testinoâ€™s private archive and

areÂ published here for the first time.Â Â This book isÂ Marioâ€™s personal homage to his greatest

muse: a young girl who captured his heart and eye with her beauty, humor and spirit, and whose

image in his photographs has captured imaginations the world over.Contents include:  Foreword by

Mario Testino Exclusive essay by Kate Moss Over 100 images in black-and-white and color,

including many previously unseen private photographs  Text in English, French, German, and

Spanish
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Peruvian-born Mario Testino travels extensively shooting for Vanity Fair, American, British, and

French Vogue. Other clients include Burberry, Versace and Dolce & Gabbana. His solo exhibitions

have shown in museums and galleries worldwide, including the National Portrait Gallery, London,



and the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

This book is beautiful. It arrived in a red cellophane wrapper. Not as fancy as the hardcover's red

box, but special just the same. The pictures of Kate are beautiful and I loved seeing the shots of

Lila. I did feel a bit voyeuristic about these personal photos being included, but Kate had to give her

permission. At least they aren't paparazzi shots of Kate picking up her daughter from school. The

book itself is huge, measuring about 11.5 in x 15.5 in and very heavy. The paper is thick and

textured, so no fingerprints get left behind on the pages. The index shows all the pictures again, and

smaller, and includes where and when the photos were taken - very nice. The photos aren't in any

chronological order and you can tell the 1995-1997 photos easily, but after that it does get hard to

place the timeframe, which is what makes Kate so amazing. If you are a fan of Kate Moss then buy

this book. It's full of skin and nipples and Kate-face.

Great book.

great book if you like moss and testino

Great shots, but I felt a little voyeuristic paging through this book. I might give it to my hair stylist for

her salon...just seems more suitable for sharing, rather than being the weirdo with a book of Kate

Moss photos.

With an amateur eye, i believe this book is more about Kate and Mario's history than about great

photographs. The comments, the history, the evolution of Kate saw through Testino's eye is simply

wonderful, and insider with great eye. I recommend this book if you are interested in fashion,

lifestyle, celebrities, and Kate Moss or Mario Testino. I don't recommend this book is you are looking

for great photographs, even though some are fabulous.

Two of my favorite people in one book. Beautifully designed!

Large book. The cover is actually metallic silver not black which I loved. The photos of Kate Moss

are beautiful and all interesting.I recommend this for those who want a nice coffee table book on

fashion. There isn't any writing in the book just photographs. Get it if you love to collect fashion

books like me.
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